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Decision of Administrative Law Judge: Reversed.

OPINION AND ORDER

The respondents appeal an administrative law

judge’s opinion filed September 4, 2015.  The

administrative law judge found that the claimant proved

he was permanently totally disabled.  After reviewing

the entire record de novo, the Full Commission finds

that the claimant proved he sustained wage-loss

disability in the amount of 50%.  
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I.  HISTORY

James E. Hubbard, now age 73, testified that he

attended school until only the seventh grade, and that

he did not read or write well.  Mr. Hubbard testified

that his employment history included “odd jobs” such as

picking and chopping cotton, cutting wood, digging

septic tank holes, mowing grass, and laboring in a

sawmill.  The record indicates that the claimant was

hired by Riceland Foods, Inc. in March 1965.  The

claimant testified that his work for the respondents

involved receiving rice and loading trucks.  The

claimant’s work for the respondents frequently required

manual labor.  

The parties stipulated that the claimant sustained

a compensable shoulder injury on March 16, 2004.  The

claimant testified, “I was pulling on the scale spout

and I had to do some hard straining, and all of a

sudden, a shocking pain came down [my right] arm, from

my neck and the shoulder and the arm.”      

According to the record, the claimant treated at

Stuttgart Regional Clinic on March 16, 2004 and was

assessed as having a right shoulder strain.  A

registered nurse released the claimant to restricted
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work on March 16, 2004.  The claimant agreed on cross-

examination that he continued working following the

compensable injury, but that he had assistance in

performing his job.  

The claimant began complaining of difficulty with

his right arm and hand on March 26, 2004.  It was

reported on April 21, 2004, “This is a 61-year-old

having problems out of his right shoulder and hand.  He

is having problems with his hands where he cannot

straighten his fingers out.  He claims they are numb.”

The claimant sought medical treatment on May 12,

2004, at which time it was noted, “Pulling on lever to

release rice (one handed left) c/o pull to L shoulder.” 

A physician assessed “Left shoulder pain” and stated, “I

have called Denise at Riceland and talked to her about

his job responsibilities.  He would like to work until

September to make 36 years.  However, he said he could

retire at the end of June, which would be his birthday. 

I don’t know if he can make it that long.  I would

really like for him to see a specialist about his hand

to make sure we are doing all we can do.  At this point

there is not a lot to do other than let him stay off

work.”      
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Dr. Charles E. Pearce, Jr. reported on May 18,

2004, “While gainfully employed on 3/16/04, he was

pulling on a spout and had the onset of pain in his

right shoulder, shoulder girdle, and arm that extended

from his neck down into his hand and fingers.  He has

been unable to do his regular work since that

time....Nerve studies done on 4/27/04 demonstrated

severe involvement of the right ulnar nerve and the

distal median nerve innervated muscles.  He was found to

have a polyneuropathic process, which was felt to be

mild and related to his underlying diabetes.”  

Dr. Pearce’s impression on May 18, 2004 was “Right

shoulder and arm pain - This is likely neurogenic in

origin.”  Dr. Pearce recommended additional evaluations

and continued the claimant on “left arm duty only.”      

The respondent-employer’s Manager of Retirement

Programs informed the claimant on June 18, 2004, “As you

requested, I have calculated your retirement income with

payments commencing July 1, 2004.”  The claimant agreed

on cross-examination that he became 62 years old in June

2004.  The claimant testified that he did not work for

the respondent-employer after June 29, 2004.  The

claimant agreed that he began receiving a pension from
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the respondent-employer and social security retirement.  

The claimant testified on direct examination:

Q.  Was it your intention to continue to work
if you hadn’t been injured?

A.  Yes, I’d have still been there.

Q.  Okay.  You told Mr. Wade that you wanted
to work at least until you were 65.

A.  At least till 65, but I would have worked
longer.

Q.  Okay.  And why was it that you couldn’t
work any longer?

A.  Because of the injury.

Dr. Rodney Beasley saw the claimant on April 10,

2007: “64 yo RH AAM who presents to clinic with a

complaint of (R) arm weakness which is now progressing

to (L) arm.  Mr. Hubbard states that the symptoms began

on March 16th, 2004 while at work when he attempted to

move the spout he experienced a sharp shooting pain with

a duration of 15 minutes or more....Mr. Hubbard states

has not been able to use his (R) arm since the incident

and now experiencing difficulty using his (L) arm.”  

Dr. Reza Shahim began treating the claimant on

August 13, 2007:

Mr. Hubbard is a pleasant gentleman who was
involved in an accident in 2004.  Since then
he has had a nerve injury with arm weakness,
neck and shoulder pain....His symptoms have
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progressed.  He is losing function of
his right hand.  He has posterior neck pain
with pain radiating down the right arm.  He
has balance problems.

Dr. Shahim stated, “The patient is symptomatic from

cervical spondylotic myloradiculopathy.”  Dr. Shahim

informed Dr. Beasley on August 27, 2007, “I think that

his hand weakness is from a prior cord injury in 2004. 

Since he has canal stenosis it is reasonable for him to

undergo a posterior decompression with stabilization.” 

Dr. Shahim performed surgery on August 31, 2007: “1. 

Cervical laminectomy extending from C4 through C7 with

decompression C3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.  2.  Bilateral

foraminotomies.  3.  Lateral mass plating at C3-4 with

posterior inner facet fusion at C3-4.”  The pre- and

post-operative diagnosis was “Cervical spondylotic

myelopathy with stenosis extending from C3 to C7,

degenerative disc disease at C3 through C7.”  

The claimant testified that his neck pain decreased

after surgery provided by Dr. Shahim.  The claimant

testified that he also had better use of his right hand

and fingers following surgery.

Dr. Shahim stated on September 13, 2007, “He should

avoid bending, twisting, and heavy lifting.”  Dr. Shahim

reported on January 3, 2008, “We obtained flexion/
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extension x-rays of the cervical spine, which shows a

stable posterior instrumented fusion at C3-4.  There is

loss of cervical lordosis at this level that appears

stable, as compared to preoperative x-rays....He is

getting better.  I am releasing him at this point.  I’ll

be glad to reevaluate him if needed.”    

A pre-hearing order was filed on April 1, 2008. 

The claimant contended that he sustained compensable

injuries to his shoulder and neck on March 16, 2004. 

The claimant contended that his healing period had not

ended and that the respondents should be responsible for

medical treatment for the claimant’s cervical spine. 

The respondents contended that the claimant did not

sustain a compensable neck injury.  The respondents

contended that the claimant’s neck complaints and

treatment pre-existed the compensable injury and were

barred by the statute of limitations.  The respondents

contended that the claimant was not entitled to any

indemnity or additional medical benefits.  

A hearing was held on August 28, 2008.  The

claimant testified that Dr. Shahim had assigned a

10-pound lifting restriction.  The claimant testified,

however, that he was physically unable to lift any
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object with his right hand and “I can’t even shave

myself.”  The claimant testified that he had not looked

for any work after leaving Riceland in 2004 and that he

considered himself to be retired.       

An administrative law judge filed an opinion on

November 26, 2008.  The administrative law judge found

that the claimant proved he sustained a compensable neck

injury, and that surgery provided by Dr. Shahim was

reasonably necessary.  The respondents appealed to the

Full Commission, which affirmed and adopted the

administrative law judge’s opinion.   

Dr. David M. Rhodes examined the claimant on

December 4, 2008 and assessed “1.  Atrophy of the right

hand with impingement at the ulnar nerve of the elbow

and median nerve of the wrist.”  Dr. Rhodes performed

surgery on January 14, 2009: “1.  Right volar wrist

flexor tendon tenosynovectomy with median nerve

decompression of the wrist.  2.  Right ulnar nerve

decompression at the elbow.  3.  Adjacent tissue

transfer of the flexor carpi ulnaris to fill a soft

tissue defect measuring 4 cm2.”  The post-operative

diagnosis was “Right median nerve impingement of the

wrist and right ulnar nerve impingement at the elbow
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with right volar wrist flexor tendon tenosynovitis.”     

Dr. Rhodes reported on January 6, 2010, “Date of

surgery was 1/14/09 right median nerve decompression at

the wrist and ulnar nerve decompression at the elbow. 

He presents today for follow-up saying he has

improvement, however, the right long finger is

continuing to be flexed.”  Dr. Rhodes assessed “1. 

Flexure contracture right long, index and ring

fingers....We will schedule right long finger flexure

contracture release with steroid injection and

manipulation under anesthesia of the PIP joint of the

index and ring fingers.”

The claimant followed up with Dr. Rhodes on June 9,

2010: “Mr. Hubbard’s date of surgery was 2/6/10 right

hand flexure contracture release.  He presents today for

follow-up without any complaints.  He states he has

plateaued at this point after his last therapy session. 

He states that he is much improved from his surgeries.” 

Dr. Rhodes assessed “1.  Status post right ulnar nerve

decompression at the elbow and flexure contracture

release of right hand, doing well....We will release the

patient at this point.”  The parties have agreed that

the claimant reached maximum medical improvement on
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June 9, 2010.  Dr. Rhodes noted on March 7, 2012, “I

told the patient at this point he has made improvement

since surgery.”  

Dr. Shahim reported on October 4, 2012:

The patient has neck and shoulder pain.  He
has received prior cervical decompression.  He
has had significant improvement in his
symptoms.  He says his neck and shoulder
symptoms are not very severe at this point. 
He has right hand deformity that is stable.  
He says after ulnar decompression and release
in his hand, that his hand has improved.  He
says his neck and shoulder symptoms are mild
and the headaches are very mild and not very
severe at this point....
RECOMMENDATIONS: The patient is symptomatic
from cervical myeloradiculopathy.  He is
stable after a prior cervical fusion and
decompression.  I am  releasing him at this
point.  I will be glad to reevaluate him if
needed.  

Dr. Shahim signed a Physician’s Statement on

June 4, 2014 indicating that the claimant had sustained

a 13% whole-body impairment.  The parties have

stipulated that the respondents “accepted and are in the

process of paying a 13% whole-body impairment.”        

A pre-hearing order was filed on May 28, 2015.  The

claimant contended that he “was rendered permanently

totally disabled as a result of his admitted injury or,

alternatively, that he has sustained substantial wage-

loss disability in an amount to be determined by the
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Commission.”  The parties stipulated that the

respondents “controvert the claimant’s entitlement to

any wage-loss disability.”  The respondents contended

that “the claimant cannot prove entitlement to permanent

disability benefits in excess of the physical

impairment.”  

After a hearing, an administrative law judge filed

an opinion on September 4, 2015.  The administrative law

judge found, among other things, that the claimant “has

been rendered permanently and totally disabled.”  The

respondents appeal to the Full Commission.  

II.  ADJUDICATION

The wage-loss factor is the extent to which a

compensable injury has affected the claimant’s ability

to earn a livelihood.  Emerson Electric v. Gaston, 75

Ark. App. 232, 58 S.W.3d 848 (2001).  The Commission is

charged with the duty of determining disability based

upon a consideration of medical evidence and other

matters affecting wage loss, such as the claimant’s age,

education, and work experience.  Eckhardt v. Willis Shaw

Exp., Inc., 62 Ark. App. 224, 970 S.W.2d 316 (1998). 

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-519(Repl. 2012) provides:

(e)(1) “Permanent total disability” means
inability, because of compensable injury or
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occupational disease, to earn any meaningful
wages in the same or other employment.
(2) The burden of proof shall be on the
employee to prove inability to earn any
meaningful wage in the same or other
employment. 

 
The Full Commission reviews an administrative law

judge’s decision de novo, and it is the duty of the

Commission to conduct its own fact-finding independent

of that done by an administrative law judge.  Crawford

v. Pace Indus., 55 Ark. App. 60, 929 S.W.2d 727 (1996). 

The Full Commission makes its own findings in accordance

with the preponderance of the evidence.  Tyson Foods,

Inc. v. Watkins, 31 Ark. App. 230, 792 S.W.2d 348

(1990).  Preponderance of the evidence means the

evidence having greater weight or convincing force. 

Metropolitan Nat’l Bank v. La Sher Oil Co., 81 Ark. App.

269, 101 S.W.3d 252 (2003).  

An administrative law judge found in the present

matter, “4.  When the claimant’s age, education, work

experience/history, and other matters reasonably

expected to affect the claimant’s future earning

capacity are considered, the evidence preponderates that

the claimant has been rendered permanently and totally

disabled within the preview of the Arkansas Workers’

Compensation Act as a result of the March 16, 2014,
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compensable injury.”  The Full Commission does not

affirm this finding.     

The claimant is 73 years old and is relatively

advanced in age for purposes of employability.  The

claimant left school in the seventh grade and received

no additional formal education.  The claimant’s work

history has primarily included unskilled manual labor. 

The claimant became employed with the respondents in

1965 and was a diligent and valued employee.  The

claimant’s work for the respondents frequently required

manual labor.  The parties stipulated that the claimant

sustained a compensable shoulder injury in March 2004. 

The claimant testified that he felt a “shocking” pain in

his right arm, neck, and shoulder as a result of the

compensable injury.  The claimant thereafter was

physically unable to resume his full employment duties

for the respondents.  A company nurse assigned work

restrictions and the claimant required assistance in

completing some of his tasks for the respondents.  Dr.

Pearce noted in May 2004 that the claimant had been

“unable to do his regular work” since the compensable

injury.  Dr. Pearce restricted the claimant to “left arm

duty only.” 
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The claimant retired from the respondents’ employ

on June 29, 2004, his 62nd birthday.  However, the

claimant testified that his retirement was causally

related to the symptoms and difficulties resulting from

the compensable injury.  The record corroborates the

claimant’s testimony.  The Commission notes a treating

physician’s report on May 12, 2004, “he could retire at

the end of June, which would be his birthday.  I don’t

know if he can make it that long.”  Dr. Shahim performed

surgery to the claimant’s cervical spine in August 2007,

which treatment the Commission subsequently determined

was reasonably necessary in connection with the

compensable injury.  Dr. Shahim stated in September

2007, “He should avoid bending, twisting, and heavy

lifting.”  The claimant testified in August 2008 that

Dr. Shahim had assigned a 10-pound lifting restriction. 

Dr. Rhodes performed surgery to the claimant’s right

wrist in January 2009.  Dr. Rhodes reported on June 9,

2010 that the claimant was “much improved from his

surgeries.”  The parties have agreed that the claimant

reached maximum medical improvement on June 9, 2010.

The evidence before the Commission demonstrates

that the claimant has sustained a substantial decrease
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in his wage-earning ability as a result of the March 16,

2004 compensable injury.  The claimant, whose work

history primarily involves unskilled manual labor, now

has permanent restrictions as a result of his

compensable injury.  The claimant is age 73 with little

formal education and difficulties with reading and

writing.  Even though the claimant has reached the end

of his healing period, he continues to suffer with pain

as a result of his compensable injury.  Dr. Shahim has

assigned a 13% permanent anatomical impairment rating

which the respondents have accepted.

However, the claimant did not prove by a

preponderance of the evidence that he is permanently

totally disabled.  No treating physician has opined that

the claimant is “unable to earn any meaningful wage in

the same or other employment,” which element the

claimant is required to prove in accordance with Ark.

Code Ann. §11-9-519(e)(Repl. 2012).  Both treating

surgeons have opined that the surgeries the claimant has

undergone have decreased the claimant’s symptoms and

have increased his physical capabilities.  Nevertheless,

the claimant has not sought any appropriate gainful

employment since retiring from Riceland in 2004.  The
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claimant’s demonstrated lack of interest in returning to

work is an impediment to the Commission’s full

assessment of the claimant’s alleged permanent total

disability.  See City of Fayetteville v. Guess, 10 Ark.

App. 313, 663 S.W.2d 946 (1984).  When considering the

claimant’s relatively advanced age, lack of education,

history of unskilled manual labor, permanent physical

restrictions, and lack of interest in returning to

gainful employment, the Full Commission finds that the

claimant proved he sustained wage-loss disability in the

amount of 50%.

Based on our de novo review of the entire record,

therefore, the Full Commission reverses the

administrative law judge’s finding that the claimant

proved he was permanently totally disabled.  The Full

Commission finds that the claimant proved he sustained

wage-loss disability in the amount of 50%.  The claimant

proved that the March 16, 2004 compensable injury was

the major cause of his 13% permanent anatomical

impairment and 50% wage-loss disability.  The claimant’s

attorney is entitled to fees for legal services in

accordance with Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-715(a)(Repl. 2012). 

For prevailing in part on appeal, the claimant’s
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attorney is entitled to an additional fee of five

hundred dollars ($500), pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-

9-715(b)(Repl. 2012).

IT IS SO ORDERED.    

SCOTTY DALE DOUTHIT, Chairman

KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood concurs and dissents.

CONCURRING AND DISSENTING OPINION

After my de novo review of the entire record,

I concur in part and dissent in part from the majority

opinion. I agree with the majority that the claimant is

entitled to 50% wage loss, but I dissent, because 50%

wage loss is insufficient to reflect the claimant’s

inability to earn a wage due to his compensable injury.

The majority states that 73 years of age is

“relatively advanced” age. The Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention states that life expectancy in

the United States is 78.8 years.

(http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/life-expectancy.htm)

The claimant’s full retirement age for full Social

Security benefits was 65 and ten months, and Gallup
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reports that 73% of U.S. retirees retired at 66 or

younger. (https://www.ssa.gov/planners/retire/1942.html; 

http://www.gallup.com/poll/191477/three-workers-foresee-

working-past-retirement-age.aspx?g_source=average

retirement age&g_medium=search&g_campaign=tiles) Based

on these factors, and common sense, the claimant is of

very advanced age in terms of employment or any other

standard.

The majority recited the myriad and compelling

factors which show that the claimant can no longer earn

a wage. The justification for the majority’s

determination that the claimant retained half of his

ability to earn a wage was that he had not looked for

work and that his physicians did not make a formal

statement that he was 100% disabled. 

The claimant did not look for work, based upon

his injury, his symptoms and limitations. He retired to

be able to support himself in spite of his limitations,

and he struggled to work long enough to qualify for

Social Security retirement. There is no evidence of any

laziness, unwillingness to work or lack of motivation.

The claimant has not looked for work, because he cannot

work.
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On the issue of the absence of a doctor’s

statement, the Full Commission is charged with making an

assessment of the evidence and is not dependent upon a

set of magic words. The medical records show exactly

what the claimant’s symptoms, medications, abilities and

restrictions are. Dr. Hubbard expressed concern that the

claimant would not be able to work from May to the end

of June 2004 when the option to retire arose. 

The claimant has no formal education, after

completing only part of his seventh grade year. He had

difficulty reading and writing. His work history was

unskilled manual labor. He began working for the

respondents in 1965, and after his compensable injury,

he was unable to return to his job. Due to his symptoms

and restrictions, the claimant retired in June 2004, at

age 62. Dr. Hubbard’s report on May 12, 2004 shows that

his retirement was the direct result of his limitations

and symptoms. The claimant reached maximum medical

improvement in June 2010, although he continues to have

pain in his neck, shoulder and wrist, and continued hand

symptoms. He had a 13% permanent anatomical rating and a

ten-pound lifting restriction. Additionally, he is a

diabetic, with high blood pressure and other conditions. 
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I cannot identify factors which establish that

the claimant has any ability to work at this time, while

the record is replete with factors that demonstrate that

the claimant has no ability to work. The claimant has

established that he is entitled to 50% wage loss

disability, but he has further established that his

disability is permanent and total.

For the foregoing reasons, I concur in part

and dissent in part from the majority opinion.

PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


